Bristol Cycling Campaign Proposals to
Bristol City Council Concerning
Cycle-hangars, March 2021

Summary
Bristol City Council must radically increase its cycling provision to help deal with the
pandemic, the ongoing climate emergency, and the city’s poor air quality. But tens of
thousands of people in Bristol live in housing with no outside storage space for a bike. Those
on lowest incomes are hardest hit by the lack of secure parking.
We propose the following ways for Bristol City Council to install secure, on-street bikehangars fairly and at a scale and speed appropriate to the multiple emergencies that we face.

1. Install 1,000 bike-hangars by May 2024, with at least 250 in 2021
Bristol has only 15 six-cycle bike-hangars, providing parking for only 90 bikes, but local
survey data suggest that demand is likely to be in the tens of thousands. As a minimum,
Bristol should install 1,000 hangars by the end of the next mayoral term, starting now.

2. Cut costs by simplifying installation
The council has so far installed its bike-hangars with bespoke paintwork, on concrete bases,
and with bollards for protection that are not cost-effective, adding £2,000 in total to the cost
of each hangar. The council should install hangars without these items, saving an estimated
£2m across 1,000 hangars, and should investigate savings on work costs from efficiences of
scale.

3. Remove the burden from residents of getting a bike-hangar
The council’s existing system for finding hangar sites relied on bike-owners coming forward
to ask for them, carrying out the community engagement, and bearing the risk of abuse from
neighbours. Instead, councillors should propose suitable streets in their wards for hangars and
the council should actively approach residents in these streets for consultation.

4. Require bike-hangars as standard in new housing development
When developers are creating homes or commercial properties without storage space for
bikes, the council should require them to install as standard at least one hangar space for
every four residents or employees expected to occupy the properties.
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Proposals
Bristol City Council’s plans to respond to the pandemic, the climate emergency, and the
city’s air pollution problems all call for an increase in active travel, including cycling.1,2,3
For cycling, the focus has been on providing safer cycle routes4 but a vital piece of cycling
infrastructure is not being considered at the scale needed: bike-hangars, to provide secure onstreet cycle-parking for the thousands of Bristol residents with no outside space to store a
bike.
This is a social justice issue. People on low
incomes need hangars more than others because
they need bikes more than others. Forty per cent of
Bristol residents in the lower-income socioeconomic groups D and E don’t have a car in their
household,5 and regular travel is far cheaper by
bike than by car or bus. But people on low
incomes are more likely to live in smaller homes
with nowhere to put a bike,6 more likely to be the
victims of crime7 and to fear it8 and so more likely
to fear having an unsecured bike stolen. And if
their bike is stolen, they’re less likely to be able to
replace it.

"We'd support more bike hangars
in the area. Recent research
shows that a barrier to cycling
continues to be adequate storage
of bicycles. Bike hangars would
help address this issue and would
support key aspects of the
Regeneration Framework in
Knowle West."
Knowle West Media Centre and
Knowle West Alliance

The lack of hangars also prevents older and less physically able people from being able to
switch away from an expensive car and use an e-bike. E-bikes allow people of all ages and
levels of fitness to make longer journeys and get up Bristol’s steep hills, but few people
would risk leaving one outside overnight without a hangar.
Lack of hangar provision is also an issue of fairness between car-owners and bike-owners. If
you own a car, you don’t (except in a few central areas with parking schemes) need the
council’s permission to park it outside your home; and you don’t have to find five others
willing to share the parking area, or seek the approval of your neighbours, or wait months or
years for provision to be made – but you do if you want to park a bike there.
Now that the need for widespread active travel is urgent, this situation cannot stand. Bristol
needs to install bike-hangars at scale, at speed, and fairly, if it’s going to meet its climate,
pandemic and clean-air obligations.
We propose the following:
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1. Install 1,000 bike-hangars by May 2024, with the first 250 in 2021
Bristol has only 15 six-bike hangars9 and plans to deliver only 12–20 more with the money
from its successful Emergency Active Travel Fund (EATF) Tranche #2 bid.10 But that would
at most provide only 35 hangars altogether, which would be parking for only 210 bikes.
However, demand in Bristol is likely to be far higher. It can’t be gauged by the existing
waiting list of 146 people11 because the list closed in April 2019 and it’s likely that very few
people in Bristol at the time even knew that hangars existed, let alone that they could have
applied for one.
Rather, demand can be estimated by the kind of housing in the city and by survey data.
Nearly 85,000 of Bristol’s households live in terraced houses, or in flats or bedsits in shared
or converted houses,12 and many will have no outside space to park a bike. The Bike Life
report on Bristol,13 produced by the council and Sustrans, found that 19% of people aged 16
and over who were surveyed in the city didn’t cycle, or cycled less, because of lack of
facilities such as bike storage at home or at work. That equates to 72,000 people among the
463,000 in that age group in Bristol.14
Putting that housing and facilities data together suggests that unmet need for bike-hangars in
the city could be in the tens of thousands of secure bike-parking spaces, and it will grow as
Bristol moves further towards active travel. Even the London borough of Waltham Forest,
known as ‘Mini-Holland’ for its bike-friendly improvements, has only 494 hangars,15
providing parking spaces for fewer than 3,000 bikes, and still has a waiting list of 5,000
people16 – and Bristol is half as large again.
Just to match Waltham Forest’s provision per resident, Bristol would need 806 hangars, over
20 times its current maximum planned total of 35. We propose instead a target that would
match Waltham Forest’s existing provision per head and allow for the clear additional
demand: 1,000 hangars by May 2024 – the end of the next mayoral term – with at least 250
installed in 2021 to frontload the benefits.
Such large-scale provision raises the question of funding. The EATF money earmarked for
bike-hangars should be used efficiently to maximise the number of hangars installed with it
(see below). But the council should also consider using funds from its own transport budget,
and apply for funding from the West of England Combined Authority’s (WECA’s) £10m
fund for long-term improvements for active travel.17 With WECA, there could be economies
of scale across Bristol, B&NES and South Gloucestershire.
Such economies could also apply to hangar maintenance. With hundreds of hangars rather
than tens, the council’s Parking Services team, with their existing back-office functions,
might be able to offer a lower per-hangar management cost than the current managers,
Travelwest. This would help keep fees down for users while being cost-neutral for the
council. In London, an annual fee of £72 a year per hangar-user covers regular maintenance
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visits, customer service, replacement keys and so on without subsidy,18 and, judging by
London’s experience, repair costs would be expected to be low (see below). Ongoing
maintenance costs to Bristol City Council, even for many hangars, should therefore not be a
major issue.

2. Cut costs by simplifying installation
All of Bristol’s bike-hangars were made by Cyclehoop. Although other companies make
bike-hangars, we use Cyclehoop hangars here to discuss costs because cost-relevant
information is available for them both from Bristol City Council and from London, where
they are used in large numbers.
Cyclehoop hangars are covered, lockable pods of galvanised steel, a little smaller than a
parked car. Each contains a suspended rack for six bikes, and stands on four adjustable feet.
Normally, a Cyclehoop hangar is installed by bolting its feet directly into the road surface
(some have their front feet bolted into the kerb edge).19 But in Bristol, the road has been dug
out for all but one hangar20 to provide a concrete base. Each hangar has also had four bollards
set into the road to protect each end against car-strikes.
A breakdown of hangar installation costs in Bristol is shown in the table below.
Table: Cost of installing a Cyclehoop hangar in Bristol
Item
Cyclehoop hangar a
Installation of the hangar by Cyclehoop (minimum) b, c
Concrete base, including installation c
Four bollards @ £250 each, including installation c
Council officer, pro-rata working full-time on approx. 20 hangars per year c
Additional approx. council staff charges for Internal Consulation and Design c
Safety work, approx. c, d
Bespoke ‘Bristol Blue’ colour for the hangar c
Total
a

£
2,850
600
500
1,000
1,600
500
1,000
500
8,550

This is Cyclehoop’s list price for a single hangar. It excludes VAT (which the council would be able to
reclaim) and does not take into account bulk-purchase discounts or the saving to be expected from putting a
contract out to tender. Source: Email from Cyclehoop Ltd, 13 November 2020.
b
The exact figure is commercially sensitive but the council say it is in the range of £600–£800. The cost may
also depend on the number of hangars being installed.
c
Source: Email from Bristol City Council Strategic City Transport Officers, 3 February 2021.
d
This includes: consultancy fees for engineers to ensure safe works, such as the design drawing work required
for each site; site investigations, such as identifying any underground utility pipes or cables; the site supervision
required for highway works; and any health and safety issues and checks.
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The items in the table indicate possible scope for significant savings in relation to the
hardware – the bollards, concrete bases, and the bespoke colour – and possibly in relation to
the work done. We deal with each in turn below.

Concrete bases, bollards, and hangar-colour
Cyclehoop says that no other council uses concrete bases for their hangars unless for a grass
or earth surface, and bollards aren’t generally used.21 This raises the question of whether
Bristol City Council could do without them and buy more hangars with the money saved.
The council uses concrete bases for the hangars to protect against weathering of the road
surface over 15 years or more (presumably the assumed lifetime of a hangar) and to avoid the
need to remove and replace hangars to allow resurfacing works, which are done on a 20-year
cycle for each street in the city.22
However, the hangars themselves
protect the road surface against
direct rain and snow, and also
against wear from motor
vehicles. And the quality of the
surface inside the hangar isn’t
important: people simply need to
be able to wheel their bikes
inside, lock them up, and remove
them later (see Fig. 1). Gravel
would do.
Fig. 1: Hangar interior (image © Cyclehoop, with permission)

So concrete bases are not needed and offer an immediate cost saving. They also make a
hangar appear permanent, possibly provoking much more resistance among residents than if
they were genuinely presented as a trial. And if a hangar needs to be removed for any reason,
the concrete base will have been a waste of money and it will cost more to remove it and
make good the road surface.
The council uses bollards to protect hangar-ends against car-strikes (see Fig. 2). As would be
expected, there have been no end-strikes on the protected hangars23 but it is unknown how
many strikes the bollards have prevented. No bollards have needed reseating for several
years,24 which may (or may not) indicate that they haven’t protected against many strikes that
would have damaged hangars. Since installation, three hangars have been struck on the
unprotected side facing the road by a vehicle but no hangars needed repair.25
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Fig. 2: Bristol hangar protected by bollards

What is needed is car-strike data
from a large number of
unprotected hangars, and London’s
hangars provide this. Over the last
year, Cyclehoop managed
approximately 1,500 of London’s
hangars. There were 42 car-strikes
in that period. Of those, 18 needed
no repair. The total repair cost for
the other 24 was £20,280.26 If
London had, like Bristol, spent
£1,000 per hangar on protective
bollards, it would have spent
£1.5m to save £20,000 per year.

The London data indicate that it is far more cost-effective not to install bollards for the sake
of protecting hangars against rare and mostly minor car-strikes.
As with the concrete bases, the bollards have the further disadvantage of making any
installation look permanent, and they take more road space away from car-parking, both of
which factors are likely to lead to more local resistance to them.
Cyclehoop’s default colour for a bike hangar is dark green, arguably likely to be as
acceptable to the public as Bristol Blue. Unless public consultation has shown a strong
preference for Bristol Blue, it is probably not worth the extra cost.
We therefore recommend against the use of concrete bases, bollards and bespoke colouring
for a saving of £2,000 per hangar, and £2m across 1,000 hangars. If other costs remain the
same, this would allow almost a third as many hangars again to be installed for the same
money. This is vital when we need to roll out as many hangars as possible.

Cost of work
As the table above shows, the council currently pay approximately £3,700 for work that
includes Cyclehoop installing the hangars and council officers doing consultation and safety
work. Some of these items appear surprisingly costly, such as a council officer needing to
spend a whole year on only 20 hangars in addition to other officers carrying out engineering,
safety and consultancy work.
It’s harder to be efficient when dealing with small works but for a larger programme
involving hundreds of hangars, efficiencies of scale may be possible. For example, it might
be possible to train a dedicated local team to install hangars more cheaply than Cyclehoop,
and if that would invalidate the warranty, it would be worth calculating whether it would be
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worth it, using data from London’s experience of warranty claims. It might also be possible
to streamline and batch some of the other work, for additional cost savings. A simplified
system of identifying viable hangar locations (see below) might also cut administrative costs.
Whenever possible, the council should draw on the experience and data of cities such as
London where there is extensive experience of installing hangars on a large scale.

3. Remove the burden from residents of getting a bike-hangar
Before Bristol’s bike-hangar scheme closed, all the burden of getting a hangar fell on the
person who needed one. They would have to know that bike-hangars existed; find out how to
apply for one; and, to have a chance of being prioritised on the waiting list, approach
neighbours to get five other bike-riders to use the hangar.
This latter step may have been unnecessary. Experience in London is that installing hangars
doesn’t satisfy demand, but stimulates it,27 suggesting that there is no need to fill hangars
before installation. Also, there is a risk to residents who approach neighbours about sharing a
hangar: we have had several reports of people receiving abuse from neighbours who didn’t
want a hangar on the street.
We propose instead that all Bristol councillors be asked to use their local knowledge to
identify streets in their wards where the housing has no suitable outside space for bikestorage. An outreach team from the council would then do the kind of postcard-drop to each
household on a target street that is currently done when consulting residents over creation of
a car-club parking space. If at least one resident wanted a space in a hangar, the hangar would
be installed; names of residents wanting hangars would kept confidential. Provision would be
higher for low-income areas and social housing; indeed, all social housing in blocks of flats
could be provided with hangars.

4. Require bike-hangars as standard in new housing development
When developers are building homes without storage space for bikes – including converting
existing buildings to flats and bedsits – we propose that the council requires them to install an
adequate quantity of bike-hangars as standard. This should also be the case for commercial
developments, where secure long-term bike-parking will be needed for employees.
This will need developers to have appropriate guidance. Bike parking provision for new
developments is regulated by the Planning Authority, but Bristol City Council’s Local Plan 28
still refers property developers and applicants to the 2005 document A Guide to Cycle
Parking Provision.29 The document should be updated to include bike hangars and give
contact details for hangar manufacturers. It should also set numerical targets for hangar
provision. In the Netherlands, more than a quarter of trips are made by bike;30 and in Bristol,
modelling indicates that the percentage of journeys by bike needs to increase from its current
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10% to 19% for the city to meet its 2030 carbon-neutral target.31 A reasonable minimum
requirement for property developers could therefore be to provide one hangar space for every
four residents or employees expected to occupy the properties.

──────────────
In summary, there is considerable scope and need for Bristol City Council to increase its
ambition with regard to hangar-parking, to provide it more cheaply, and be proactive in
delivering it to residents.
Doing so would contribute to achieving the council’s own targets on public health and
addressing the climate emergency, while enhancing Bristol’s status as a cycling city.
We hope that these proposals will help in these aims.
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